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Liquid Crystal Displays (LCDs) have been known since their inception for having a slow temporal response which led to motion blur. Improving Liquid Crystal response time and the use of digital overdrive techniques led to a substantial reduction in motion blur, enabling the LCTV (Liquid Crystal Television). Some residual blur was visible in panned textures and scrolling text. Considering HVS smooth pursuit eye tracking combined with the LCTV architecture has identified the remaining sources of blur. New techniques such as backlight flashing, black data insertion, and frame rate conversion promise to reduce motion blur to that of CRT. However, CRT is not necessarily the ultimate benchmark, as it suffers from other motion artifacts, especially with slow velocities. This talk will describe key spatiotemporal properties of the visual system relevant to motion blur, and various approaches used in LCTV technology for improving overall moving picture sharpness.
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